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Rajesh Kumar

29

Photographer

Middle Class

Single

BIO

Radhaswami is frequent traveller has a busy photographer, regularly attending net-
working events. He like to travel a lot. some time he plan and some time he just 
pack his bags and plan on the way

RESOURCE USED TO PLAN TRIPS

instagram, google maps, goibibo, make my trip, whatsapp, facebook, pinterest

GOALS

- Needs a translator to talk
- He wants to set a budget and plan accordingly
- He wants all booking in one place like flight, train, hotel, cabs, local transport etc.

PAIN POINT

- Safety and security
- Not being able to get food on time 
- Out of reach when he is out of free wifi zones
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Md Umear

28

Animator

Upper Middle Class

Single

BIO

Umear is a designer who traveled since 5 years, independent travel with friends and 
solo. always look for a partner to travel. like to explore the city, cultural addicted, 
open minded like to make new friends.

RESOURCE USED TO PLAN TRIPS

instagram, google maps, tripadvisor,hostelworld, Airbnb

GOALS

- He wants to go travelling depends on his mood, he knows its hard to find friend    
   and family who are free during the same time period so he would like to find some 
   travel partner to go together.

PAIN POINT

- Due to his busy shedule, he has no time spending hours and searching online for a 
   potentials partners. Currently he has no idea how to find such partner go with him 
   in a easy way.
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Deepak Kumar

36

Marketing Head

Upper Middle Class

Married

BIO

Deepak is a new traveler and travels mostly on long weekends. He likes taking time 
out from his busy schedule and explore Indian hill stations. He mostly travels alone 
and likes making friends on his trips. 

RESOURCE USED TO PLAN TRIPS

Facebook adds from trip organizers, friends’ recommendations, Instagram, google 
maps, make my trip, WhatsApp

GOALS

- He mostly likes to travel on budget trips
- A planned trip with set itinerary is preferred

PAIN POINT

- Unhygienic food and water
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Solomon Chrisbeg

36

Contract and 
Deal specialist  

Middle Class

Married

BIO

Solomon is a rider and is part of biker community since last 4 years. He likes to ride 
from one city to the other. His fav destination is Goa and Manali. He mostly liked to 
be anywhere near beaches and hills.

RESOURCE USED TO PLAN TRIPS

Facebook, Google maps, Oyo rooms, tribo, hostels in goa.

GOALS

- He wants to be in nature
- Meeting old friends

PAIN POINT

- sometimes he is unable to find his specific brand of cigarette.


